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Why system architecture?

With rising demands for vehicle functionalities the complexity of system
architecture is significantly increased. That’s why the potential for cross
influences has grown and full testing of all possible application scenarios has
become a real challenge.
Continental as a system supplier provides technical and advisory support,
functional safety management and complete traceability throughout the
whole development process, following Automotive Standards.

Packaging improvement

An innovative and optimized electrical / electronic (E / E) architecture helps
to improve vehicle performance, safety and reliability. It also reduces vehicle
weight thus resulting in lower overall system costs.

Profit from state-of-the-art know-how

Why system architecture?

Reliability improvement
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Sustainability and efficiency

Comfort features

Safety features

Connectivity

Increasing functionality
ITS
Harness & connector optimization
Lower system cost

Tailor-made system architecture.
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Tailor-made system architecture.
Continental offers a wide range of different services regarding system architecture:
everything from extensive functional safety consultation to complete development
and integration of E / E architecture.

Advantages at a glance
Our experts have profound knowledge of the
commonly used software tools for creating
system architecture (like PREEvision). This
guarantees the development of target-oriented
organized E / E architectures that are ready to
meet even the most sophisticated requirements.
Besides, Continental as one of the world’s
leading automotive suppliers can offer a wide

range of additional off-the-shelf products,
e. g. a variety of powerful instrument clusters.
Naturally our development team is also able to
create customer-specific solutions for individual requirements.

−−Individual service-packages
for every demand

We provide our customers with on-site support
for every step of the development and integration process.

−−Development process concurrent to Standard Automotive Process Landscape

−−State-of-the-art knowledge
and technology

−−On-site support through
Continental experts

Example of a future-oriented, decentralized E / E architecture.

Interdomain Backbone (High-Speed CAN, 500 kbit/s); CAN FD [Flexible Datarate]; Ethernet

Powertrain
Master Control Unit

Chassis
Master Control Unit

Cabin
Master Control Unit

Infotainment
Master Control Unit

Powertrain Subnet (High-Speed CAN)

Chassis Subnet (High-Speed CAN)

Cabin Subnet (Low-Speed CAN)

Infotainment Subnet

Redundant CAN

Engine
Management

Emission
Aftertreatment

Body Builder

Powertrain Domain
Safety relevant

Level & Roll
Control

Tire Pressure
Monitoring

Battery & Energy
Management

Chassis & Safety Domain
Safety relevant

Door Modules

Gateway &
Computation

HMI CU

VDR / DTCO®

HVAC

Cluster

Tolling-OBU

Cabin l / Os

Secondary
Display

Cabin & Comfort Domain

Infotainment & Telematics Domain

System architecture development process.
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Energy management

Architecture design
Safety compliance

System architecture
development process.
The development process of an automotive system architecture
consists of a series of steps, that are all influencing each other.
Continental as a system supplier can offer the realization of every
step with complete traceability while fulfilling Automotive Standards.

Process Flow
Functional Safety Management >>

1

Requirements
Analysis / Engineering
Customer Requirements
Safety
Legal

Project Management >>

2

Logical Architecture

Functional Analysis
Function Distribution

3

Software Architecture

4

Communication
Technologies

System architecture development process.
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a

b

c

Analysis (a and b) and engineering (c) of requirement specifications for the system architecture.

Step 1 – Requirements analysis and
engineering
The first step in developing a system
architecture is the evaluation of the range
of requirements that the system needs to
fulfill. These can be legal requirements,
functional / non-functional safety require
ments, market, cost and modularity
requirements.
After evaluating, these requirements will
then be transformed into a Performance
Specification and imported into our
standard tool PREEvision. This guarantees that every design decision can later
be tracked back to the corresponding
requirements (traceability).
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Component Definition /
Selection
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Step 2 – Logical architecture
Functional analysis
In a second step a functional vehicle
design model is established, still independent of the functional distribution. Therefore the types of inputs and outputs as
well as the essential factors for processing, quality and safety are evaluated.
Function distribution
Based on the functional vehicle model
that is created during the functional
analysis process, different scenarios can
be evaluated to find an optimized vehicle
architecture. The evaluation process
includes:

Electrical Connection
Design
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−−Costs for the implementation
−−Resource usage: RAM / ROM / CPU,
Network
−−Wiring harness
Based on the different requirements, like
harness optimization and extensibility, the
system scenarios are weighted and the
matching functions are assigned to the
corresponding control units.

Wiring Harness Design

8

Vehicle Validation
Support
Vehicle Integration Support
Vehicle Validation Support

System architecture development process.
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Application
OS

SYS

DIAG

MEM

COM
CAN

LIN

IO

FR

ETH

LIBS

V2G

1

AMD

Complex
Driver

AVB1
MCAL

EXT

Microcontroller
1

Available extensions for AUTOSAR

Basic AUTOSAR system architecture

© Vector Informatik GmbH*

Software architecture

Step 3 – Software architecture
In this step typically a modular software
architecture (for example AUTOSAR
based) is designed. A base definition of
the functionality and the interface to
other modules is established. Based on
this architecture also the network management (wake up behaviour, shutdown
etc.) concept is selected (like AUTOSAR
NM, OSEK NM or proprietary). A basic
concept for diagnostics that is refined in
the network topology / communication
design phase is also developed.

Step 4 – Communciation technologies
Optimally designed communication technologies are important to create the functional requirements. From the concept to
the on-board and off-board diagnostics,
we offer a wide service field:
−−Design of the bus systems (Flexray /
CAN / LIN / Ethernet): topology design,
bus system optimization, extensibility
analysis etc.

−−Specification and standardization of
communication software modules
(transport protocol, bus driver, network
management)
−−Support for system developer in applying the communication technologies
−−Validation of the network design: simulation, EMC research
−−Diagnostic concept refinement

−−Analysis and qualification of the existing
bus systems and their applications

Process Flow
Functional Safety Management >>

1

Requirements
Analysis / Engineering
Customer Requirements
Safety
Legal

Project Management >>
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Logical Architecture

Functional Analysis
Function Distribution

3

Software Architecture

4

Communication
Technologies

System architecture development process.
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Network diagram

© Vector Informatik GmbH*

Electrical connection design

Step 5 – Component definition and
selection
When function distribution and communication are settled, the detailed definition
and selection of the components take
place. Continental can offer a wide range
of different off-the-shelf products as well
as the development of customer specific
ECUs (engine control unit) and instrumentation. This way a fitting solution can
be found for every range of production
volume. The integration of already existing third party components is also in any
case possible.

Step 6 – Electrical connection design
The electrical connections of the wiring
harnesses system implements the entire
architecture design and is one of the
most important steps converting the designs from the previous step to the next:
−−Structured implementation of the entire
wiring systems
−−Connections between all components
(pinning)
−−Power distribution / simulation
−−Optimization in electrical connections,
costs and weight
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Component Definition /
Selection

6

Electrical Connection
Design

7

Wiring Harness Design

8

Vehicle Validation
Support
Vehicle Integration Support
Vehicle Validation Support

System architecture development process.
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Step 7 – Wiring harness design
In this step the wiring harnesses will be
further refined, the construction of the
wiring harness in a 3D model will be
completed and the production data and
mounting supports will also be prepared.

With our comprehensive services, an
optimized harness with reduced costs
and weight will be released to the manufacturer.

−−Wire definition and pin attribution

Step 8 – Integration and validation
support
We provide on-site support to our customers for the physical integration and
validation of the complete E / E system
architecture on vehicle level. We support
our customers at:

−−Definition of logical harness modules
−−3D integration (cable laying and location of other accessories)
Integration of system
components.

−−Generation of 2D scaled drawing
−−Localizing mounting points
−−Generation of production data
−−Building up and integrating a prototype
vehicle
−−Residual bus simulation
−−Network logging and analysis
−−Sub-system and system testing
−−Vehicle validation

Process Flow
Functional Safety Management >>

1

Requirements
Analysis / Engineering
Customer Requirements
Safety
Legal

Project Management >>

2

Logical Architecture

Functional Analysis
Function Distribution

3

Software Architecture

4

Communication
Technologies

Our standard software tool offers a unified multi-layered design environment
with complete traceability between every step of the development process. This
ensures that every design decision can be traced back to the corresponding
requirements.

1
4
6
8

Customer Requirement List
Network Topology
Schematic
Integration Drawing
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4

1

The logical architecture layer and software function
network layers allow the development of data flow.
4
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The geometric topology layer provides the capability to position hardware components into physical installation locations
in the vehicle.
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Component Definition /
Selection

6

Electrical Connection
Design

The network architecture layer defines physical connections
between hardware components. Virtual functions from the
previous layers can be mapped onto hardware components
and signals routed over the physical connections.

7

Wiring Harness Design

8

Vehicle Validation
Support
Vehicle Integration Support
Vehicle Validation Support

Pictorial material: © Vector Informatik GmbH*
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Functional Safety.
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Functional Safety.
Functional safety management is an essential part throughout the whole
system development process.

Functional safety as system approach
Before starting with the development of a system
architecture a detailed functional safety concept is
developed based on the Hazard and Risk Analysis.
Safety relevant parts of every phase are identified
and documented. Each safety goal / requirement
can be traced through the complete development
process. This approach ensures, that the resulting
system architecture complies with Automotive
Safety Standards.

Continental services regarding safety management
We provide the know-how and resources to also
handle functional safety management for special vehicles and agricultural vehicles. Additionally we offer
support for safety management activities like hazard
and risk analysis, FMEDA (failure modes effects and
diagnostic analysis) etc. during all steps of the design
chain. For customers with existing E / E architecture
Continental offers extensive consulting and support.

urability

Customer and industry
standard compliant
Methods, tools, testing along the R&D chain
Management of functional safety

Management during complete safety lifecycle

Item definition
Initiation of safety lifecycle
(modification and derivates)
Hazard analysis and risk
assessment
Functional safety concept
Concept phase

Safety management during development

Initiation of product
development system
Specification of technical
safety concept

Safety management activities after SOP

Product release
Functional safety
assessment
Safety validation

Production
Operation, service and
decommissioning

System design
Integration

Product development system

Production and operation

Integration support along the V-Cycle

Change & documentation management

Advisory for manufacturability

Hazard & risk analysis

Project title

Project contact

Project description

Project start

Deadline

Project sketch

Relevant process steps (please select)
Functional Safety Management >>

1. Requirements
Analysis /
Engineering

2 . Logical
Architecture

Project Management >>

 . Software
3
Architecture

 . Communi4
cation
Technologies

 . Component
5
Definition /
Selection

 . Electrical
6
Connection
Design

 . Wiring
7
Harness
Design

 . Vehicle
8
Validation
Support
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Legal notice
The information provided in this brochure contains only
general descriptions or performance characteristics, which
do not always apply as described in case of actual use or
which may change as a result of further developm ent of the
products. This information is merely a technical description
of the product. This information is not meant or intended to
be a special guarantee for a particular quality or particular
durability. An obligation to provide the respective characteristics shall only exist if expressly agreed in the terms of
contract. We reserve the right to make changes in availability as well as technical changes without prior notice.
All mentioned product names are either registered or
unregistered trademarks of their respective owners.
* Pictures are copyright protected by Vector Informatik
GmbH. Any other kind of reproduction, modification and / or
public spreading is allowed only with prior written agreement of Vector Informatik GmbH.
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